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Share Your Knowledge (S.Y.O.K) was the second program of English Language Camp series conducted by Intelligentsia Club, UMP in collaboration with Maktab Rendah Sains Mara (MRSM), Kuantan. MRSM invited 20 facilitators from Intelligentsia Club to mediate language learning activities with 82 MRSM students in this smart collaborative effort. The program which was officiated by the school Principal, Haji Khalil Abdul Rahman, aimed at enhancing their proficiency level in using English in everyday situations.

The instructors for the four language skills sessions - speaking, listening, reading and writing - were Ezilaslinda Ngah, Nor Suhardiliana Sahar, Noor Azlinda Zainal Abidin and Siti Ainun Jariah Hassan. Students were introduced to the fun and enjoyable learning activities for grammar components such as verbs, adjectives, simple present tenses, simple past tenses, perfect tenses, gerund and infinitive, which were designed as competitive games. Students were both enthusiastic and interactive throughout the sessions as the instructors made the positive impact on them. The same program was also held with four renowned cluster schools in Kuantan which were SM Abdul Rahman Talib, SM Sultanah Hajjah Kalsom, SMK Seri Pekan and SMS Sultan Haji Ahmad Shah. It is hoped that S.Y.O.K will lead to better collaboration between Intelligentsia Club and the schools.